A covariant map between the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) and pure spinor formalisms for the superstring is found which transforms the RNS and pure spinor BRST operators into each other. The key ingredient is a dynamical twisting of the ten spin-half RNS fermions into five spin-one and five spin-zero fermions using bosonic pure spinors that parameterize an SO(10)/U (5) coset. The map relates massless vertex operators in the two formalisms, and gives a new description of Ramond states which does not require spin fields. An argument is proposed for relating the amplitude prescriptions in the two formalisms.
Introduction
Although the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) formalism for the superstring has an elegant worldsheet description as an N=1 superconformal field theory, its spacetime description is complicated. Vertex operators for Ramond states require spin fields and it is unknown how to describe the RNS formalism in Ramond-Ramond backgrounds. Furthermore, the RNS scattering amplitude prescription requires summing over spin structures to project out states in the GSO(−) sector, and cancellations implied by spacetime supersymmetry are far from manifest.
On the other hand, the pure spinor formalism for the superstring has an elegant spacetime description in which vertex operators are expressed in d=10 superspace and spacetime supersymmetry is manifest. However, its worldsheet description is mysterious and the pure spinor BRST operator has not yet been derived from gauge-fixing a worldsheet reparamaterization-invariant action.
Constructing a map between these two superstring formalisms is an obvious way to better understand both formalisms. In light-cone gauge, the pure spinor formalism is equivalent to the light-cone Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism which was mapped in [1] to light-cone RNS. This map manifestly preserves an SU(4) subgroup of the SO (8) where φ comes from the Friedan-Martinec-Shenker bosonization [3] of the (β, γ) ghosts as βγ = ∂φ. Note that θ A carries conformal weight zero as in the covariant GS formalism and its conjugate momentum p A carries conformal weight +1. However, the other 11 components of the SO(10) spinors θ α and p α were absent in this U(5) hybrid formalism so SO(10) covariance was not manifest.
In the pure spinor formalism for the superstring, all 16 components of θ α and p α are present as well as the 11 independent components of a bosonic pure spinor λ α satisfying λγ m λ = 0 and its conjugate momentum w α . A map was proposed in [4] between the RNS and pure spinor formalism which combined the U(5) hybrid formalism with a "topological"
sector containing (λ α , w α ) and the 11 remaining components of (θ α , p α ). However, because of the complicated bosonization formula of (1.3) used in the hybrid formalism, the map was not manifestly SO(10) covariant. Although there exists a relation at the classical level between the hybrid formalism and the manifestly covariant "superembedding" formalisms [5] [6] [7] , this relation has not yet been understood at the quantum level.
In [8] , a new approach to relating the RNS and pure spinor variables was proposed in which bosonization of the RNS ghost and matter fields is unnecessary. In this approach, one simply rescales the U(5) components (ψ A , ψ A ) of ψ m in opposite directions using the γ ghost as
where Γ A and Γ A are GSO-even fermions of conformal weight 0 and 1. This "twisting" by the γ ghost was earlier used in the Calabi-Yau fermions of the d=4 hybrid formalism [9] and also appeared in the topological twisting papers of Baulieu et al [10] . Although (1.4) breaks SO(10) covariance to U(5), one can recover the full SO(10) covariance by using the pure spinor λ α and its complex conjugate λ α to "dynamically" choose the U(5) direction of the twisting so that
Note that Γ m and Γ m each have five independent components since they satisfy
, and were related in [8] to five components of θ α and p α .
Although both the bosonization formulas of (1.3) and the twisting formulas of (1.4) and (1.5) map RNS spin-half fermions into GS-like spin-zero and spin-one fermions, the relation of the two maps is unclear. As stressed by Witten [11] , bosonization formulas such as (1.3) can be ill-defined at higher genus, but this does not seem to be a problem for the twisting formulas of (1.4) and (1.5). The rigid twisting of (1.4) is related to holomorphic d=5 super-Yang-Mills [12] [13], and it was conjectured by Nekrasov in [12] that the dynamical twisting of (1.5) replaces the topogical spectrum of holomorphic d=5
super-Yang-Mills with the d=10 superstring spectrum. Evidence for Nekrasov's conjecture was obtained recently in [14] where the "dynamical twisting" of (1.5) was shown to simplify the expression for the composite b ghost in the pure spinor formalism. And in this paper, Nekrasov's conjecture will be confirmed by showing that it maps the RNS and pure spinor BRST operators into each other.
To use the dynamical twisting procedure of (1.5) to provide a covariant map between the RNS and pure spinor BRST operators, the first step will be to add to the usual RNS variables a topological set of "non-minimal" fermionic and bosonic spacetime spinor variables (θ α , p α ) and (Λ α , Ω α ) of conformal weight (0, 1). The BRST operator in this "non-minimal" RNS formalism will be defined as
so that the cohomology of physical states is unchanged. After the similarity transformation
the non-minimal BRST operator of (1.6) can be surprisingly written in manifestly spacetime supersymmetric form where (x m , θ α ) transform as d=10 superspace variables. Furthermore, despite the presence of 1 γ in (1.7), vertex operators in the GSO(+) sector can be written in d=10 superspace and do not contain any inverse powers of γ. So Ramond states in this non-minimal RNS formalism do not require spin fields or bosonization and one can easily describe the formalism in curved Ramond-Ramond backgrounds.
To perform dynamical twisting as in (1.5), one decomposes the unconstrained bosonic spinor Λ α into pure spinors λ α and λ α by defining [15] 
where u m is a bosonic vector with only five independent components because of the gauge invariance δu m = (ǫγ m λ). The definition of (1.8) for the unconstrained Λ α might be useful for understanding the relation with "extended" versions of the pure spinor formalism such as [16] [17] in which the spinor ghosts were unconstrained. After defining Γ m and Γ m as in (1.5), the RNS γ ghost only appears in even powers so it is convenient to define a new ghost variable γ ≡ (γ) 2 . Since γ and its conjugate momentum β carry conformal weight −1 and +2, the contribution of (Γ m , Γ m ) and ( β, γ) to the conformal anomaly is −10 + 26 which is equal to the +5 + 11 contribution of the original ψ m and (β, γ) variables.
Expressing the non-minimal RNS BRST operator in terms of (Γ m , Γ m ) and ( β, γ) and decomposing Λ α as in (1.8), one finds after a similarity transformation that
where dz(λ α d α ) is the pure spinor BRST operator. So after adding non-minimal spinor variables to the RNS formalism, dynamically twisting as in (1.5), and performing various similarity transformations, the RNS BRST operator is covariantly mapped into the pure spinor BRST operator plus a set of "topological" variables which decouple from the cohomology. Furthermore, the non-minimal RNS formalism containing both the RNS ψ m variables and the GS θ α variables provides a natural bridge between the RNS and pure spinor formalisms which resembles the "superembedding" formalisms reviewed in [7] .
Vertex operators in the GSO(+) sector can be expressed in d=10 superspace using the non-minimal RNS formalism, and in the gauge u m = Γ m = 0, they reduce to the usual pure spinor vertex operators. And in the gauge Λ α = θ α = 0, the vertex operators for bosons in the non-minimal RNS formalism reduce to the usual Neveu-Schwarz vertex operators of the RNS formalism in the zero picture.
The covariant map can also be used to relate the scattering amplitude prescriptions in the RNS and pure spinor formalisms. Both of these formalisms contain chiral bosons, and functional integration over chiral bosons is divergent because of their non-compact zero modes. These divergences are cancelled by zeros coming from functional integration over the zero modes of chiral fermions, and a convenient BRST-invariant method for regularizing the divergence is to insert a picture-changing operator for each chiral boson zero mode. Since the dynamical twisting procedure changes the (β, γ) chiral bosons of the RNS formalism to ( β, γ) chiral bosons which carry different conformal weight, the number and type of picture-changing operators inserted in the RNS and pure spinor formalism are different. Nevertheless, assuming that the dynamical twisting procedure is a consistent field redefinition at the quantum level, one expects that the different RNS and pure spinor prescriptions for regularizing the chiral boson zero modes should lead to the same scattering amplitude.
In section 2 of this paper, the non-minimal RNS formalism is constructed and the dynamical twisting procedure is defined which covariantly maps the RNS BRST operator into the pure spinor BRST operator. In section 3, the massless vertex operators in the non-minimal RNS formalism are constructed and shown to form a bridge between the RNS and pure spinor vertex operators. And in section 4, the RNS and pure spinor scattering amplitude prescriptions are related to each other through the dynamical twisting procedure.
Covariant Map

Non-minimal RNS formalism
The usual RNS worldsheet action, stress tensor, and BRST operator are
1)
2)
where the right-moving variables (ψ m , β, γ, b, c) will be ignored throughout this paper. The free field OPE's of the left-moving RNS variables of (2.1) are
Although only the open superstring will be discussed in this paper, all results can be easily generalized to the closed superstring by taking the "left-right product" of two open superstrings.
To relate (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) to the pure spinor worldsheet action, stress tensor, and BRST operator, the first step is to add a non-minimal set of fermionic spacetime spinor variables (θ α , p α ) of conformal weight (0, 1) and bosonic unconstrained spacetime spinor
with the free field OPE's
Using the usual quartet argument, the BRST cohomology is unchanged. Performing the similarity transformation O → e −R Oe R on all operators O where
the BRST operator of (2.7) is transformed into the more conventional form
where T is defined in (2.6).
Since the worldsheet variables include the (θ α , p α ) variables of d=10 superspace, one can construct the operators [18] 
which generate the d=10 spacetime supersymmetry algebra {q α , q β } = γ m αβ dz ∂x m .
Although q α does not anticommute with the BRST operator of (2.10), one can perform 12) under which the BRST operator of (2.10) transforms into the manifestly spacetime supersymmetric operator
are the usual spacetime supersymmetric operators [18] for fermionic and bosonic momenta.
Note that T of (2.6) can be written in the manifestly spacetime supersymmetric form
So after adding the non-minimal spinor variables and performing the similarity transformation of (2.12), the non-minimal RNS BRST operator and stress tensor of (2.13) and (2.15) are manifestly invariant under the spacetime supersymmetry generated by (2.11).
But because of the inverse power of γ in the similarity transformation of (2.12) and in the term 1 2γ (Λγ m Λ)ψ m in the BRST current, the Hilbert space of states in the non-minimal RNS formalism is no longer the usual "small" Hilbert space of the RNS formalism in which all states are polynomials in β and γ. Nevertheless, it will be shown in section 3 that all states in the GSO(+) sector of the non-minimal RNS formalism can be described in the "small" Hilbert space and that spacetime supersymmetry acts covariantly on these states.
Furthermore, it will now be shown that after twisting the ten spin-half variables ψ m into five spin-zero and five spin-one variables, the inverse powers of γ can be eliminated from the BRST operator and the resulting twisted version of the non-minimal RNS formalism is the pure spinor formalism.
Dynamical twisting
To covariantly twist the ten ψ m spin-half variables into five spin-zero and five spin-one variables, one needs to construct pure spinor variables (λ α , λ α ) satisfying the constraints 
where u m is a bosonic vector defined up to the gauge transformation
Note that Λ α in (2.17) is unchanged under the gauge transformation
where ξ α is any spinor satisfying λγ m ξ = 0. The gauge transformations of (2.18) and (2.19) can be used to gauge-fix all 11 components of λ α and 5 components of u m , and the remaining 16 components of u m and λ α are determined by Λ α .
Defining w α and v m to be the conjugate momenta to λ α and u m , one finds that
where
Note that the gauge invariance of (2.18) implies that v m is constrained to satisfy
To include the new variables in the formalism, first add (λ α , w α ) and (r α , s α ) to (2.5), (2.6) and (2.13) as
where w α has no singular OPE's with Λ α or Ω α , and r α is the fermionic ghost coming from the gauge parameter ξ α of (2.19) which is constrained to satisfy
One can then plug into (2.22) and (2.23) the expressions of (2.17) and (2.20) for Λ α and Ω α to find that
where w α has no singular OPE's with λ α or u m and is defined by
Finally, the BRST operator can be expressed in terms of the pure spinor variables and their conjugate momenta by plugging into (2.24) the expressions of (2.17), (2.20) , and (2.28) for Λ α , Ω α and w α to obtain
Using the pure spinor variables (λ α , λ α ) to covariantly choose the direction of the twisting, one can now dynamically twist the ten spin-half ψ m variables to spin-zero Γ m variables and spin-one Γ m variables defined by
so that which carries conformal weight −1, and define β of conformal weight +2 to be the conjugate momentum to γ.
In terms of (Γ m , Γ m , γ, β), the worldsheet action and stress tensor are
and the conjugate momenta β, w Expressing Q of (2.29) in terms of the twisted variables of (2.30) and (2.33), one
Since w ′ α of (2.38) commutes with the constraints v m (γ m λ) α = 0 and Γ m (γ m λ) α = 0 of (2.21) and (2.32) up to the gauge transformation δ w ′ α = f m (λγ m ) α , one can easily verify that Q of (2.37) also commutes with these constraints.
The BRST operator of (2.37) is closely related to the simplified form of the composite pure spinor b ghost found in [14] . The third line of (2.37) is u m times the constraint in [14] for Γ m , and the second line of (2.37) contains γ times the composite b ghost expressed in terms of Γ m . After applying the similarity transformation O → e −S e −R Oe R e S where
(2.37) reduces to
where B is the usual composite pure spinor b ghost (ignoring normal ordering terms)
Finally, the similarity transformation O → e −U Oe U where
Note that this last similarity transformation shifts the Virasoro b ghost to
The usual quartet argument implies that the cohomology of (2.43) is independent of
, and (r α , s α ), so one recovers the original pure spinor BRST operator Q pure = dzλ α d α .
So after adding non-minimal spinors and twisting the spin-half ψ m variables into spinzero and spin-one variables, the RNS BRST operator has been covariantly mapped into the pure spinor BRST operator. In the next two sections, this covariant map will be used to relate vertex operators and scattering amplitudes in the two formalisms.
Vertex Operators
In this section, massless vertex operators in the RNS and pure spinor formalisms will be related to each other using the covariant map of the previous section. After adding the non-minimal spinor variables of (2.5) to the RNS formalism, both Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond vertex operators can be constructed in the "zero picture" without spin fields or bosonization. In this non-minimal RNS formalism, vertex operators in the GSO(+) sector can be expressed in d=10 superspace and there is no difficulty with describing RamondRamond backgrounds. After dynamically twisting and gauge-fixing, these massless vertex operators in the non-minimal RNS formalism reduce to the massless vertex operators in the pure spinor formalism.
Non-minimal RNS vertex operators
After adding the non-minimal spinor variables of (2.5) and performing the similarity transformation of (2.12), the non-minimal RNS BRST operator of (2.13) takes the manifestly spacetime supersymmetric form
To construct massless open superstring vertex operators in the ghost-number one cohomology of Q, the first step will be to use the "minimal coupling" construction of Siegel [18] 
and are defined up to the gauge transformation
one can gauge
where a m (x) and ξ α (x) are the onshell gluon and gluino fields satisfying ∂ m ∂ [m a n] = 0 and ∂ m (γ m ξ) α = 0, and ... denotes terms higher-order in θ α which can be expressed in terms of derivatives of a m and ξ α .
So the "minimal coupling" construction of Siegel predicts the massless vertex operator
Using the constraints of (3.2), one finds that QV min is nonzero and satisfies
So the minimal coupling construction needs to be slightly corrected and the ghost-number one BRST-invariant vertex operator is
The integrated BRST-invariant vertex operator of ghost-number zero is defined in the usual manner as dzU ≡ { dzb, V }, so the integrated vertex operator is
The term
is expected since when F mn is constant, the integrated vertex operator should be the Lorentz generator
where the
However, the presence of the −γψ
surprising and it would be useful to get a better understanding of this term.
By adding the integrated vertex operator of (3.8) to the open superstring worldsheet action of (2.5), one can describe super-Yang-Mills backgrounds with both Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond background fields turned on. And by taking the "left-right product" of two open superstring vertex operators and adding to the closed superstring worldsheet action, one can describe d=10 supergravity backgrounds in the non-minimal RNS formalism which include Ramond-Ramond background fields.
Despite the 1 γ dependence in the similarity transformation of (2.12) and in the BRST operator of (2.13), the massless super-Yang-Mills vertex operator of (3.7) has no 1 γ dependence and is therefore in the "small" Hilbert space. And since all massive vertex operators in the GSO(+) sector can be obtained from OPE's of the super-Yang-Mills vertex operators, all physical vertex operators in the GSO(+) sector of the non-minimal RNS formalism can be constructed in the "small" Hilbert space.
On the other hand, the physical vertex operator for the Neveu-Schwarz tachyon in the non-minimal RNS formalism has 1 γ dependence and is
where R ′ is defined in (2.12). So it appears that vertex operators in the GSO(−) sector of the non-minimal RNS formalism cannot be constructed in the "small" Hilbert space.
Relation with RNS and pure spinor vertex operators
To relate the non-minimal vertex operator of (3.7) with the minimal RNS vertex operator for the gluon, one gauges θ α = Λ α = 0 in (3.7) to obtain
which is the standard RNS gluon vertex operator. However, because there are no spin fields in the non-minimal RNS vertex operators, it is unclear how to relate the non-minimal and minimal RNS vertex operators for the gluino.
To relate the non-minimal vertex operator of (3.7) with the super-Yang-Mills vertex operator in the pure spinor formalism, one gauges u m = Γ m = c = γ = 0. In this gauge, Λ α reduces to λ α and the vertex operators of (3.7) and (3.8) reduce to
which are the standard unintegrated and integrated super-Yang-Mills vertex operators in the pure spinor formalism.
So the vertex operator of (3.7) in the non-minimal RNS formalism provides a bridge between the usual RNS and pure spinor vertex operators. Surprisingly, the non-minimal vertex operators for Ramond states do not require spin fields or bosonization, and the non-minimal vertex operators for states in the GSO(−) sector cannot be expressed in the "small" Hilbert space. It would be very useful to understand how to relate these nonminimal RNS vertex operators with the usual RNS vertex operators for Ramond states and GSO(−) states.
Scattering Amplitudes
In this section, dynamical twisting will be argued to transform the RNS amplitude prescription into the pure spinor amplitude prescription. So assuming that dynamical twisting is an allowable field redefinition at the quantum level, the RNS and pure spinor amplitude prescriptions are expected to be equivalent. However, it should be stressed that there are various subtleties with both the RNS and pure spinor amplitude prescriptions and the argument sketched here does not address these subtleties. For example, the nonsplit nature of super-moduli space in the RNS formalism [21] makes it difficult to compute multillop amplitudes using picture-changing operators. And in the pure spinor formalism, the presence in multiloop amplitudes of poles when (λλ) → 0 requires special regulators [22] which complicate the computation of higher-genus terms that are not protected by supersymmetry.
In string theories with chiral bosons, functional integration over the chiral boson zero modes needs to be regularized. As long as the regularization method preserves BRST invariance, on-shell amplitudes are expected to be independent of the regularization method.
A convenient BRST-invariant method for regularizing the functional integration over chiral bosons is to insert a picture-changing operator for each chiral boson zero mode. Dynamical twisting modifies the structure of the chiral bosons and therefore modifies the picturechanging operators used to regularize their functional integration. By taking into account this modification coming from dynamical twisting, the RNS amplitude prescription can be related to the pure spinor amplitude prescription.
Non-minimal RNS amplitude prescription
In the RNS formalism, the (β, γ) chiral bosons carry conformal weight (
) and therefore have (0, 2) zero modes on a genus zero surface, (1, 1) zero modes on a genus one surface, and (2g − 2, 0) zero modes on a genus g surface for g > 1. For each γ zero mode, one needs to insert a "picture-lowering" operator [3]
where γ = ηe φ and β = ∂ξe −φ . And for each β zero mode, one needs to insert a "pictureraising" operator
In the non-minimal RNS formalism, one also has the (Λ α , Ω α ) chiral bosons of conformal weight (0, 1) which have (16, 16g) zero modes on a genus g surface. Using the non-minimal BRST operator of (3.1), one needs to insert for each Λ α zero mode the BRST-invariant picture-lowering operator
where R is defined in (2.9). And one needs to insert for each Ω α zero mode the BRSTinvariant picture-raising operator
For the scattering of external gluons, one can verify that the picture-lowering and picture-raising operators of (4.3) and (4.4) absorb all the zero modes of (Λ α , Ω α ) and (θ α , p α ). Furthermore, the functional integral over the bosonic non-zero modes of (Λ α , Ω α ) cancels the functional integral over the fermionic non-zero modes of (θ α , p α ). So after performing the functional integration over the (Λ α , Ω α ) and (θ α , p α ) variables, the amplitude prescription for external gluon scattering coincides with the usual RNS amplitude prescription.
However, for scattering involving external gluinos, the non-minimal RNS prescription is very different from the usual RNS prescription since the non-minimal Ramond vertex operators do not contain spin fields or half-integer picture. It would be fascinating to find a proof that scattering amplitudes involving external gluinos coincide in the non-minimal and minimal RNS formalisms.
Pure spinor amplitude prescription
To relate the non-minimal RNS formalism with the pure spinor formalism, one needs to dynamically twist the spin-half fermions ψ m into spin-zero and spin-one fermions Γ m and Γ m using pure spinors (λ α , λ α ) constructed from the unconstrained spinor (2.17) . In addition, one needs to replace the (β, γ) ghosts of conformal weight (
2 ) with ( β, γ) ghosts of conformal weight (2, −1) where γ ≡ (γ) 2 .
As will now be argued, the different zero mode structure of chiral bosons created by this dynamical twisting will modify the RNS scattering amplitude prescription into the pure spinor scattering amplitude prescription. So if dynamical twisting can be proven at the quantum level to be a consistent field redefinition, the scattering amplitude prescriptions in the two formalisms should be equivalent. So after dynamically twisting and inserting the appropriate picture-lowering and picture-raising operators to regularize the functional integration over the chiral boson zero modes, the non-minimal RNS scattering amplitude prescription reduces to the usual pure spinor amplitude prescription.
But as was mentioned earlier, there are several subtleties which have been ignored in this argument. For example, the functional integral in the pure spinor formalism at higher genus is singular if there are poles of order (λλ) −11 coming from the (3g − 3) pure spinor B ghosts [22] . And in the RNS formalism, the non-split structure of higher genus supermoduli space [21] complicates the computation using picture-changing operators. It would be very interesting if these multiloop subtleties in the two formalisms could be related to each other using the covariant map of this paper.
